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Nuclear recycle: One of the key factors ensuring the
sustainable development of China's nuclear power
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Abstract. Since early 1970's China has established a complete nuclear fuel cycle system for defense
purpose. CNNC and its formers deal mainly with business in nuclear power and nuclear fuel cycle
fields. Now COSTIND (CAEA) implements the governmental functions. Based on the features of
energy sources, China is steady developing nuclear power as the appropriate supplement to meet
demand of electricity in the southeast coastal regions. In the middle of 1980's, considering a number of
elements, covering spent fuel arising from PWR dominantly, uranium source availability, development
of FBR, radioactive waste management safely and existing good nuclear industry foundation etc., the
closed fuel cycle strategy was formulated and announced internationally. In view of complexity of
reprocessing technology and the limited spent fuel arising in the early period of nuclear power
growing up, a multi-purpose pilot plant will be first set up. The plant involved in spent fuel AFR
storage, and HEU/LEU fuel reprocessing separately has been constructed since 1991. At present more
than a half of the project job has been completed while the preparation for long-distance transport of
spent fuel is actively pushed on. It is expected that a centralized wet storage facility will be finished at
the end of next year but the whole plant will be put into active commissioning in 2003. With the
extension of the cumulative arising of spent fuel, a large scale reprocessing plant would be established
around 2020. Reprocessed uranium will be surely re-enriched in the past manner while reactor-grade
plutonium would be fabricated into MOX fuel to supply to FBR program.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the middle of 1950's China launched industrially nuclear activities. The Ministry of the
Second Machine Building was founded in 1958, in charge of administration and construction
of the national nuclear industry for defense purpose. As a result of nearly 20 years setting up,
a complete nuclear fuel cycle system, involving reprocessing and reprocessed uranium recycle
was established. Since early 1980's China has placed emphasis of its nuclear industry strategy
on serving national economy development. The above mentioned Ministry was replaced by
the Ministry of Nuclear Industry in 1982 and later by China National Nuclear Corp. (CNNC)
in 1988 again.

Last year's spring CNNC submitted its whole governmental functions to the Committee of
Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense (COSTIND), composed newly and
called the China Atomic Energy Authority (CAEA) in case of involvement of the foreign
affairs in nuclear field, under the State Council. Now COSTIND, on behalf of the
government, is responsible for constitution of strategy, regulations and plan, as well as
professional administration etc. in the defense industry fields.

Since last June CNNC has split two individually enterprises: one is China Engineering and
Construction Corporation (group) as project construction contractor; the other China nuclear
industry corporation (group) still keeps its English name (in short CNNC), engaged in the rest
nuclear business, covering mainly nuclear power and nuclear fuel cycle. The new CNNC
remains under the State's control but runs on a "market basis".
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2. DEMAND FOR NUCLEAR POWER AND PLANNING

2.1. Features of Energy Sources in China

China's economy is nowadays forging rapidly ahead with the increase of energy source
demand. Though rich in energy sources in China, their composition is not so rational, and the
geographical distribution is quite uneven. Coal and hydropower resources as the main energy
resources distributed in regions in the north and the northwest, and the southwest respectively
while oil and natural gas resources are comparatively less. The primary energy sources are
insufficient in the economically developed coastal regions.

In order to mitigate on the increase of pressure incurred by the long distance transport of coal,
to improve environment protection and to optimize energy resource composition, nuclear
power should be considered as an appropriate supplement of the energy sources in these
regions.

2.2. The Present Status of Nuclear Power

The existing two NPPs (Qingshan, Zhejiang province, phase one 30OMWe PWR and Daya
Bay, Guangdong province, 2X900 MWe PWRS) have been put into commercial operation
since 1994. Nuclear share accounted for about 1.3% of the total electricity generation of
1 135 TWh in 1997.

In this five-year (1996-2000) plan for national economy development, there are four NPP's
with eight units (660 MWe) under construction. Qingshan phase two with 2X600 MWe PWR
units) is the second self-designed and -constructed NPP. Qingshan phase three with
2x700 MWe CANDU units is imported from Canada. Ling-ao NPP closed to Daya Bay plant
is almost the latter's duplicate. Tianwan NPP recalled just, i.e. the original Liangyungang one,
Jiangsu province, with 2x1000 MWe VVER units is introduced from Russia. Recently their
construction all are underway while the latest action is the first pouring of concrete for
Tianwan NPP on 20th last month. It is expected that they will be successively come into
operation since 2002. The total nuclear installed capacity will amount to 8.7 GWe by 2005.

2.3. Future Development Plan for Nuclear Power

Authorities concerned have recently formulated the next five-year's plan and development
strategies up to the year 2020 in nuclear field. Based on the current determined principles,
China's nuclear power could be developed properly for the near and medium terms only.
According to estimation from some experts, there would be electricity shortage that should be
made up by nuclear or other energy for a considerable long period.

At the moment the latest situation of nuclear power is being faced with fierce challenges
touching upon temporary mitigation of electricity demand, the huge investment requirement,
and localization of design and equipment etc., while its scale would not be as large as
estimation before. However, nuclear power as a supplement to the conventional one still has a
great potential in the future as it has the distinct advantage in relieving the earth from
environmental and ecological issues. As matters stand, a few of additional projects are being
vigorously prepared.
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3. ELEMENTS ESTABLISHING STRATEGY OF CLOSED NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

In the middle of 1980's China determined that nuclear power reactor would be dominated by
PWR meanwhile based on China's actual situation, the closed nuclear fuel cycle strategy
through reprocessing and recycle, was also formulated and announced internationally.

3.1. Fully and Effectively Utilization of Uranium Resource

The annual 60 tHM of spent fuel has been currently discharged from the operating NPP's and
the figure will be constant by 2002. As of the middle of his year the accumulative quantity has
reached about 330 tHM. By 2005 the annual PWR spent fuel arising will sharply increase up
to 168 tHM at the same time the accumulative one 930 tHM. Beside these, 176 tHNVa would
be meantime discharged from CANDU reactors and 440 tHM accumulated respectively. If the
total capacity of China's nuclear power comes to 20 GWe by 2010 and 40 GWe by 2020
separately and with two CANDU reactors being built only, the annual spent fuel arising will
approximately amount to 600 tHM in 2010 and 1000 tHM in 2020. hi this case the
accumulative arising amounts to about 3 800 tHM and 12 300 tHM respectively. These
appear the tremendous figures.

On the other hand, according to the foreign publish on uranium resources of China, there are
extensively uranium deposits distributed in various geological formations in seven regions
throughout the country, and reasonably assured plus estimated additional resources exceed
57000 tU.

As well known, abundance of uranium-235 in spent fuel from PWR is even slightly higher
than in the natural uranium. Therefore, uranium from reprocessing spent fuel described above
with more than 95% recover rate is not a small proportion in comparison with the present
uranium resources. To save the resources they must be utilized fully and effectively.

3.2. Development of Fast Breeder Reactor

Development of Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) can generally increase utilization rate of
uranium resource from about 1%, in case of reprocessing and plutonium recycling to thermal
reactors, to 60 - 70%. France, Russia and Japan etc. have gained essential experience in FBR's
PJD, design, construction and operation. Total time of the world's FBR operation has amounted
to about 300 reactor-years.

Since it is quite difficult to meet the demand for domestic uranium resource for the far future,
for instance 50 years and beyond, and other transuranium nuclides with long life, separated
from reprocessing process, are preferred to be burned out, China has been paying attention to
R&D on FBR. It would possibly become the second generation of nuclear energy source.
Therefore, reactor-grade plutonium recovered from reprocessing will be supplied to FBR as
MOX fuel.

3.3. Reduction of Uranium Mining, Milling and Enrichment Costs

Because most of 200 or more uranium deposits of China are small scale, and of low grade and
economically being exploited with a certain difficulty, costs of uranium mining and milling
are relatively expensive. Moreover, abundance of uranium-235 in spent fuel from PWR rests
with the range between 0.8% and 0.9%, slightly more than in natural uranium. Consequently,
utilization of reprocessed uranium can reduce costs of the above processes.
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3.4. Disposal of Radioactive Wastes Safely

Foreign reprocessing experience has shown that after essentially separation of uranium and
plutonium, all radioactive wastes from reprocessing can been safely managed and their
volume has been decreased significantly. According to French operation experience, La
Hague reprocessing plants' waste volume will reduce by a factor of six next year, compared
with the volume arising a decade ago, while the volume of waste requiring geological disposal
is already four times less than the corresponding volume of the spent fuel itself.

Therefore, by separating uranium and plutonium, the closed cycle reduces the amount of
radioactive nuclides in the waste to be disposed of and, on time scales relevant to the potential
effect on the biosphere, decreases the radio-toxicity of this waste by about an order of
magnitude. In case adopting partitioning and transmutation technology for TRU nuclides,
being currently researched by some countries including China, meets with success,
reprocessing waste management will become relatively a simple and safe problem.

3.5. Existing Foundation in Reprocessing

Development of civil reprocessing in China is in an advantageous position. Our country has a
vast land and there are a few ideal sites for building reprocessing plant, where the population
density is very low, and meteorological and geographical conditions all are suitable to this
process. China has also had a certain technical base, i.e. a specialized team for scientific
research and design, as well as near 20 year's successful operation experience of the plants at
the almost same level in reprocessing technology as the world's advanced countries in 1970's.
Nowadays, under IAEA's safeguard institution, some matured techniques introduced from
abroad appropriately would be of benefit to us.

4. THE PRESENT STATUS AND PROSPECTS OF BACK END

4.1. Transport and Storage of Spent Fuel

With the 10 year's typically at-reactor storage period of spent fuel, NPPs are mostly situated
in the south and the east coastal areas while the present reprocessing establishment is located
in the northwest, 3 000 to 4 000 km away. The transport issue of spent fuel has to be dealt
with. A feasibility study on the subject from Daya Bay plant to Lanzhou Nuclear Fuel
Complex (LNFC) has been completed. The study results have recommended that a combined
transport option by both sea and rail would be preferable, using big payload casks and making
two round trips annually. Alternatively, a gate-to-gate transport option by road is a realistic
solution because of the enormous investment of the previous option and the very limited
business in the near future. However, it is necessary that a complete transport system,
including casks and its maintenance facility, a purpose-built marine terminal, ships and
wagons etc., should be set up for the long term. The first transport of spent fuel from Daya
Bay plant will take place in 2003.

Placed at LNFC, construction of the first stage of a Centralized Wet Storage Facility with a
550 tHM (500 t for PWR fuel and 50 t for other fuel) capacity started in spring of 1994. Now
the facility project has been nearly completed and will be put into active commissioning with
the first movement of spent fuel from research reactor into it late next year. Entering early
next century, its storage capacity might be extended modularly and inter-linked with the
future commercial reprocessing plant through a designated channel.
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4.2. Spent Fuel Reprocessing

Since the middle of 1970's R&D on civil reprocessing have been conducted at laboratories. In
early 1980's a multi-purpose pilot plant was incorporated in the national economy plan. The
project consists of the receipt and storage facility mentioned above, a main reprocessing
facility with a maximum throughput of 400 kgLEU/d, a hot cell lab with a 900 gHEU/d
capacity, and a Machinery Testing Workshop (MTW), as well as some auxiliary facilities.

With the exception of MTW coming on stream in 1993 in advance, construction of its all
buildings are being carried out actively. So far, more than half of the project job has been
finished. Commissioning of the whole plant is anticipated by the year 2002. It is planning that
given supplementing some waste management facilities, the pilot plant could be reconstructed
to a small-scale production plant with a capacity of 80 to 100 tHM/a by 2006. After obtaining
extensive experience and a sufficient amount of spent fuel accumulated, a large scale
commercial plant, possibly with a 800 tHM /a capacity, would be commissioned around 2020
in order to match with the nuclear power capacity at that time.

4.3. Recycle of Reprocessed Uranium and Reactor-grade Plutonium

In the past years all uranium products, as either ammonium uranyl carbonate or uranium
trioxide forms, from military reprocessing was converted and re-enriched as a part of feed
material. In the future uranium reprocessed as U03 will be still recycled in the same manner.

At present an experimental fast breeder reactor project with a 65 MWt capacity has been
entered in a list of the State High Technology Program and is under construction in China
Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing. It will be completed early next century. Hence,
reactor-grade plutonium recovered as MOX fuel would supply to the project and the further
FBRS. Currently it is being also considered to build a demonstration facility for MOX fuel
fabrication in LNFC at the appropriate time.

5. CONCLUSION

China's nuclear power dominated by PWR is being lively developed.

Taking into account the following facts: saving uranium resource, economically utilization of
uranium, developing FBR and safely disposing radioactive waste, as well as placing in
advantageous position, China has established the closed fuel cycle strategy through
reprocessing and recycle.

According to the strategy, some facilities relating to back end of nuclear fuel cycle are being
built and pursued ahead continuously. Recycle of both uranium and plutonium should be one
of the key factors ensuring the sustainable development of China's nuclear power.
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